
Elastic on Azure
Search. Observe. Protect.



Common challenges

• Expectations for fast, relevant data at your fingertips

• Evolving technology and tool proliferation

• Disparate systems

• Cloud security and regulatory compliance requirements

Turn mountains of data into actionable insights  



Shorten the path to relevant data so you can visualize results and take action

Create fast, relevant, secure 
search experiences for your 
website, Azure-built apps, 

and workplaces. 

Monitor and maintain the 
health of the Azure 

infrastructure that powers 
your digital business. Get 

unified visibility across your 
ecosystem.

Prevent, detect, and respond 
to threats in your Azure 

environment. Take on use 
cases such as SIEM, endpoint 
security, threat hunting, and 

more.

Elastic Enterprise Search Elastic Observability Elastic Security

Elastic on Azure makes it easier



SaaS Orchestration

Elastic Cloud 
on KubernetesElastic 

Cloud
Elastic Cloud 

Enterprise

Elastic Enterprise Search Elastic SecurityElastic Observability

Kibana

Elasticsearch

Beats Logstash

Elastic Technology

Powered by 
the Elastic 

Stack

3 solutions

Deployed 
on Azure



How 
Elastic on Azure 

Benefits You

Freedom to deploy on Azure your way
Choose between a managed service or with orchestration tools to 
help you manage and scale. Select between our preconfigured 
solutions for enterprise search, observability and security, or build 
your own search and visualization solution on the Elastic Stack

Valuable  integrations
We innovate together to provide you a frictionless user experience 
across management, billing, and support. Your investment in Elastic 
can be used to draw down your Azure spend commitment and you 
get one single consolidated bill

We do the heavy lifting 
Leave maintenance and upkeep to us with our managed service 
offering, and get the authentic Elastic solutions from the people that 
built them. Gain access to seamless upgrades, commercial features, 
and built-in security 

Elastic supports Microsoft technology such as Azure Event 
Hub, Azure Monitor, Azure Active Directory, .NET developer 
SDKs, and much more. 

Complementary technology



Fast time to value Operational Simplicity Secure from the start

Agility Development Simplicity Reduce Risk

SECURITY & RISK REDUCTION SPEED SIMPLICITY

Elasticsearch (Elastic Cloud): Benefits
For Elastic Stack and Solutions



Only with Elastic Cloud

Exclusive
Solutions

ELASTIC ENTERPRISE SEARCH

ELASTIC OBSERVABILITY

ELASTIC SECURITY

Exclusive
Features

Index life cycle 
management

Integrated stack 
security

Lens & 
Canvas

Machine 
learning

Cross cluster
search

RollupsSpaces Alerting Maps

Native sql
engine 



Thank you


